
Class VI Computer Science 

Chapter -4 & 5 Assignment-1 

 

1. Below is a part of a spreadsheet , which contains data about the sales of Sandwiches in 
Hilltop High School. A graph also has been produced using this data .Answer the following 

questions accordingly.  

  

   

(a) Label all the components of the chart 

(b) Why is it better to view any  information on a graph rather than on a spreadsheet? 
(c) Which type of chart is it ? 

(d) If some changes were made in the sheet than would you need to create the chart all over 

again. 
(e) What do you understand by the term embedded chart? 

(f) How will you apply 3D effect to your chart? 

 
2. Anav and Priyanshu , students of class VI , prepared their time table using a Libre Office 

Impress as shown below: 

 

Time Table:  Class VI-D 

Class 

Teacher 

Mrs. S. 
Parashar 

        

Mon Hindi Maths Maths Eng SSc Science SUPW SUPW 

Tue Science Science S.Sc Eng Maths Maths Hindi S.Sc 

Wed S.Sc Maths Science Eng Sc. 

(Pr.) 

Sc. 

(Pr.) 

Hindi Games 

Thu FIT FIT Maths Eng Hindi Sc. S.Sc Games 

Fri Maths Maths Science Eng S.Sc. Hindi Maths(Lab.) CTP 

When they showed this time table  to their Class Teacher. She recommended some changes so 

that the time table looks as follows: 
Time Table:  Class VI-D 

Class Teacher Mrs. S. Parashar 

 1 2 3 4 BREAK 5 6 7 8 

Mon Hindi Maths 
 

Eng SSc Science SUPW SUPW 

Tue Science S.Sc Eng Maths 

 

Hindi S.Sc 

Wed S.Sc Maths Science Eng Sc. (Pr.) 
 

Hindi Games 

Thu FIT FIT Maths Eng Hindi Sc. S.Sc Games 

Fri Maths Science Eng S.Sc. Hindi Maths(Lab.) CTP 

 



 

Create the above table as per the changes recommended by the class teacher in Libre Office 

Impress  

 
 Name the feature used in table toolbar that you will use to make the changes. 

 

i. The Class teacher’s name should span along all the columns in the first row. 
ii. Add another row after the first row to indicate period number 

iii. At all places in the table where a subject occurs twice for consecutive columns , it should 

be displayed only once spread over the two columns 
iv. There should be a column after 4th period to accommodate ‘BREAK’ 

v. What do you understand by the term optimize? 

 

 
  

3.  Slide Transition and Custom animations are two options available in Presentation Tools, 

which option helps you to include special effects on various slides at the time of 
introducing the slides in a slide show? 

 

 

4.  In Presentation Tool, special effects on various text boxes and images in a Slide/slides in a 
slide Show is called: 

 

 
5.  Which menu provides a command to change the layout of a slide? 

 

 
6. What is the shortcut key to run the slide show? 

 

 

7.  Ms. Neha has recently joined a construction company as Marketing Executive. She saw a 
presentation about the company. She however is not satisfied with it and wants to make 

some changes in it. Using your presentation skills, suggest the features to accomplish the 

following changes:  
i)  Add the company's logo (stored as a file on her computer) on the first slide.  

ii)  Add audio to each slide to explain the content of the slide.  

iii)  Add an effect while shifting from one slide to another during a slide show.  
iv)  Connect Slide 4 to Slide 9 directly.  

 

 

8.  Mention any two option of the following categories for animation effects 
 

i. Entrance 

ii. Emphasis 
iii. Exit 

iv. Motion Paths 

v. Misc Effects 
 

9.  Differentiate between  Custom Animation and Slide Transition 

 

 


